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Abstract

The current Medium Access Control interface spec-

i�cations of the Multimedia Cable Network System

(MCNS) project describe a best e�ort access service

over cable networks. In this paper, we show that even

though these speci�cations are mainly intended to sup-

port IP tra�c, there is a signi�cant bene�t in the strat-

i�cation of the cable service o�erings. We present a

priority system to extend the MCNS MAC protocol so

that di�erentiated services can be supported on Hybrid

Fiber Coaxial networks with di�erent levels of perfor-

mance.

1 Introduction

By taking advantage of an already deployed broad-

band architecture, cable network operators are in a

unique position to compete with several other access

technologies such as xDSL, ADSL, and ISDN, etc.

However, the key to success for cable modems is the

ability to o�er more than just best e�ort service and

deliver voice, data and video services in addition to

high-speed access.

The �rst MAC interface speci�cations to be completed

are the Data Over Cable Service Interface Speci�ca-

tions (DOCSIS) [3], started as a project of the Mul-

timedia Cable Network System (MCNS) organization

and later adopted as a standard by the Data Standard

Subcommittee of the Society of Cable Telecommuni-

cations Engineers (SCTE). While guaranteed quality

of service was not part of the functional requirement

of the standard that was originally designed to provide

Internet access to the home, now there is a clear need

for supporting di�erentiated classes of service even for

Internet tra�c. Furthermore in many markets opera-

tors are developing stronger business cases for o�ering

data services to the business community rather than

o�ering Internet access to the home. This change in

focus may even favor an ATM-induced solution sim-

ilar to one provided by the IEEE 802.14 draft speci-

�cations [2], or other vendor speci�c implementations

that can provide di�erentiated quality of service. The

need to extend the MCNS DOCSIS speci�cations for

guaranteed quality of service becomes a necessity in

order for it to compete against ATM friendly MAC

protocol speci�cations.

The main goal of this paper is to describe a multi-

tiered priority system at the MAC layer that could

support di�erent negotiated services for higher layer

applications over a cable network. We believe that

if di�erentiated service techniques implemented at

higher layers are mapped into corresponding ones at

the MAC layer, then true di�erentiated services can

be provided end-to-end.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In sec-

tion 2 and 3, we give some general insights on the

MAC operation and then describe our scheme. In sec-

tion 4 we evaluate the proposed priority system and

present simulation results. A conclusion is o�ered in

Section 5.

2 MCNS MAC Protocol

In this section we give a brief overview of the MAC

protocol as speci�ed by the MCNS DOCSIS standard

[3]. The priority scheme described in Section 3 largely

depends on the basic operation of the MAC protocol.

In multiaccess environments, an extra sublayer, the

Medium Access Control (MAC) sublayer, is generally

added between the Data Link Layer and the Physical

Layer in order to allocate the medium among vari-

ous nodes. Hybrid Fiber Coaxial (HFC) networks are

multiaccess environments characterized by a branch

and tree topology. At the root of the tree the head-

end controls the downstream (one-to-many broadcast)

and the upstream (many-to-one shared among all sta-

tions) transmission. Thus the main purpose of the

HFC MAC protocol is to coordinate the communica-

tion between the headend and the stations and control

the behavior of users who want to access the network.

According to the MCNS speci�cations, the HFC up-

stream channel is divided into discrete basic time slots,



called minislots. A variable number of minislots are

grouped to form a MAC layer frame as shown in Fig-

ure 1. The headend determines the frame format by

setting the number of data slots (DS) and contention

slots (CS) in each frame and then sends this informa-

tion to the stations on the downstream using an Up-

stream Bandwidth Allocation Map message. Several

minislots can be grouped together in order to form a

DS that carries a MAC Packet Data Unit, (MPDU)

which is assumed to be an IP packet (or ATM cell)

plus the MAC layer overhead. The DS are explicitly

allocated to a speci�c station by the headend, using a

DS Grant contained in the Allocation Map. CS �t into

one minislot and are used by stations to transmit re-

quests for bandwidth. Since more than one station can

transmit a request at the same time, CS are prone to

collisions. The headend controls the access to the CS

by setting an initial backo� window, or Data Backo�

Start.
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Figure 1: MCNS Request and Grant Mechanism

When a station has data to send it sets its internal

backo� window equal to Data Backo� Start, as de-

�ned in the Allocation Map. The station then ran-

domly selects a number within this backo� window.

The random value indicates the number of contention

transmit opportunities, that the station must defer

before transmitting. After a contention transmission,

the station waits for either a Data Grant or an Ac-

knowledgement (Ack) in a subsequent Allocation Map

(whichever comes �rst). Once either is received the

contention resolution process is complete and the sta-

tion activates its data transmission state upon the ar-

rival of a Data Grant. Upon receipt of a station's re-

quest (in case of a successful transmission), the head-

end processes it and assigns a DS to the station by

sending a Data Grant in the Allocation Map. The

headend may send an Ack to the station in case it

needs more time to process the request and send the

Data Grant. But since multiple stations may attempt

to send their request in the same upstream CS, a col-

lision may occur. The station detects the collided slot

when it does not �nd an Ack or Data Grant for it in

the Allocation MAP with an Ack Time more recent

than the time of its transmission. The station must

then increase its backo� window by a factor of two as

long as it is less than the maximumbacko� window set

in the Allocation Map. The station randomly selects a

number within this new window and repeats the con-

tention process described above. After 16 unsuccessful

retries the station discards the MPDU.

3 A Priority Mechanism for MCNS

MAC Protocol

Previously we have shown that using a preemptive

scheduler when allocating bandwidth to stations at

the headend is not su�cient to e�ectively implement

priority access for the IEEE 802.14 MAC protocol [4].

This result holds for the MCNS MAC speci�cations.

The problem is mainly the following. During the re-

quest in contention process there is no preferential

treatment for stations of higher priority; all stations

are treated equally. Furthermore, there is no mech-

anism to separate and resolve collisions in a priority

order.

3.1 Priority Scheme Description

Similar to the priority system suggested in [4], we

introduce a scheme which o�ers a multi-tiered ac-

cess system for the MCNS speci�cations. However we

face additional challenges since we cannot rely on the

ternary-tree blocking algorithm to preserve a priority

order when resolving collisions [2]. We devise our own

algorithm to allocate more CS to each priority level

when needed. In our protocol, areas of contention are

de�ned for each priority level. The details of the mech-

anism are described next.

Priority Allocation MAP: In Figure 2 we suggest

a new Allocation MAP format that supports our pri-

ority system. Each Allocation MAP message carries a

priority for each CS allocated on the upstream chan-

nel. This insures that requests for upstream band-

width from di�erent priorities do not mix.
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Figure 2: Priority Allocation MAP



Access Control: Priority stations use the CS as-

signed with their priority for initial access as well as for

retransmissions. A station with a new request waits

for a group of CS (one or more) with a priority that

matches its own priority, and transmits the request

with probability 1 within that group (i.e., the station

randomly selects a CS slot within that priority win-

dow).

CollisionResolution: As described in Section 2, the

MCNS speci�cations use binary exponential backo� in

order to resolve collisions. We propose slight modi�-

cations to the collision resolution backo� scheme by

giving a di�erent backo� value to stations of high pri-

ority. The backo� value is set equal to the number

of contention slots reserved for high priority stations.

This insures that a high priority station retransmits

its request in a timely manner in case of collision. All

the other priorities use the binary exponential backo�

scheme as de�ned in the MCNS standard.

Priority DS Allocation: A number of allocation

schemes have been proposed in order to dynamically

adjust the ratio of CS and DS [7]. The algorithm

we use [6] is a slight variation of what is proposed by

Sriram in [7]. The total number of CS, CSF , contained

in each upstream frame is dynamically adjusted as the

headend converts a number of DS, DSCS , into CS

according to the following expression:

DSCS = d
2 �DSFmax
(2 +m � k)

e (1)

where DSFmax is the maximum number of DS in a

frame, m is the number of minislots that a data slot

occupies, and k is the average number of DS's that

can be requested at a time. As a result, CSF can be

determined by:

CSF =

n
CSFmin if RQ � � � (DSFmax �DSCS)

min(CSFmin ;m �DSCS) else
(2)

where RQ is the length of the request queue at the

headend, � is a design parameter set to 2:5 and

CSFmin is the minimum number of CS in the frame.

The headend can then satisfy a number of requests for

bandwidth by allocating a number of DS, DSF , ac-

cording to a priority order using a preemptive round

robin scheduling mechanism. Any unused DS result-

ing from the above allocation are then converted into

CS as suggested by Sala in [1].

Priority CS Allocation: Given CSF per frame, the

next step is to compute CSi, the number of CS to al-

locate to each priority i in a system with p priorities

(i 2 [1::p]). In such a system p is assumed to be the

highest priority (p > p�1 > p�2 > :: > 1). We de�ne

Gi as the number of guaranteed CS per priority. Gi is

set by the network operator in order to provide a min-

imum service access. Let Aimin be the number of CS

computed with respect to CSFmin and the percentage

of priority tra�c ai 8 i, i 2 [1::p] according to:

Aimin = dai � CSFmin e (3)

We note that
Pp

i=1Aimin needs to be less than CSFmin
in order for each priority to have at least Gi slots.

Thus we compute a correction factor Bi in order to

satisfy the following inequality:

pX
i=1

Gi <

pX
i=1

Aimin �

pX
i=1

Bi � CSFmin (4)

Then for every i, we de�ne a Bi that allows us to free

extra CS from lower priorities. These slots can be used

by higher priorities for resolving collisions. Let

B0 = Ap �Cf + [

pX
i=1

Ai � CSFmin ] + Gp �min(Ap; Gp) (5)

Bp = 0 (6)

then 8 i, i 2 [1::p � 1] Bi is then given in terms of

Bi�1:

Bi = Bi�1 � [Ai �max(Ai �Bi�1 ; Gi)] (7)

In order to satisfy inequality (4) we limit the minimum

number of CS available in each frame for priority i to

Mini. By combining Ai, Bi and Gi, we obtain:

Minp = max(Ap;Gp) (8)

Mini = max(Ai � Bi�1;Gi) (9)

CSi, which is the number of CS given to class i, is

then computed in terms of Mini and the maximum

number of slots to be used in each frame, Maxi, as

follows:

CSp = maxfmin[max(Ap; colp � 2);Minp];Maxpg (10)

and 8 i, i 2 [1::p� 1]

CSi = maxfmin[max(Ai; coli � 2);Mini];Maxig (11)

where coli is the number of collisions in the previous

frame for priority i, and Ai is the number of slots

needed with respect to the priority tra�c proportion.

Ai is given by:

Ai = dai � CSF e (12)

and Maxi is de�ned as:



Maxp = CSF �

p�1X
i=1

Mini (13)

Maxi = CSF �

i�1X
j=1

Minj �

pX
k=p�(i+1)

CSk (14)

3.2 Priority System Implementation

In this section we discuss the necessary adjustments

to the MCNS speci�cations in order to implement our

proposed priority scheme. Before getting into the dis-

cussion we should point out that our scheme can be

easily supported by the standard. We use either re-

served �elds or user de�ned element types in order to

integrate our algorithm. We identify two main issues

in the priority system implementation. The �rst issue

is providing a means for the station to request a pri-

ority level during registration. This idea is similar to

service negotiation during connection setup in ATM

networks. The other issue has to do with marking the

CS with di�erent priorities in order to perform the pri-

ority CS allocation described in the previous section.

Note that DS need not to be marked since they are

addressed to a speci�c station with a known priority.

The details of the changes follow.

Station Registration - The station entry into the

network occurs in several stages. After the station

acquires synchronization of a downstream signal and

completes the ranging and power leveling phase, it

sends a registration request message (REG REQ) to

the headend as shown in Figure 3. The MCNS stan-

dard supports several user de�ned classes of REG

REQ that allows the user to request di�erent types

of services. We reserve one class type for requesting a

priority service and we use its subclass to determine

the priority value (8 bits to support up to 255 prior-

ity levels). Based on the priority value contained in

the REG REQ message the headend can associate a

priority with each station ID and construct a table

mapping similar to the example in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Modi�ed Station Registration

The information contained in the table is used by the

headend in order to compute various network opera-

tion statistics to support the priority service such as,

computing a percentage of priority tra�c for the CS

allocation.

CS Priority Marking - In this case we use a re-

served �eld in the Allocation MAP message, sent by

the headend in order to mark the CS with a priority

value as shown in Figure 4.

MAC Management Message Header

310 8 16 24

Alloc Start Time

Ack Time

Number of Elements

Data Backoff Start Data Backoff End

for Priority i Priority i

for Priority i for Priority i

Allocation MAP Frame N Priority i Acknowledgement Frame N-1 Priority i

Figure 4: Modi�ed Allocation MAP

Thus for each group of CS the headend speci�es a

priority, a start time of the group in the next frame

(Alloc Start Time) and the Ack for the CS transmitted

in the previous frame (if any). Also we use the �elds

reserved for the backo� window (Data Backo� Start

and Data Backo� End) to specify the desired backo�

value for each priority level. Note that by setting Data

Backo� Start = Data Backo� End we can completely

override the binary exponential backo� implemented

at the stations by default.

4 Performance Evaluation

In this section we present performance evaluation

results from simulating our proposed priority system.

4.1 Simulation Model

We have modi�ed the HFC module of the NIST

ATM/HFC Simulator [5] in order to implement our

changes to the MCNS MAC protocol speci�cations.

We used the con�guration and system parameters for

the HFC network shown in Table 1. All simulations,

were run for 30 seconds of simulated time and the

�rst 10% of the data was discarded. We present the

results from four di�erent simulation experiments that

measure the e�ectiveness of the priority system using

the mean access delay, the throughput and the access

delay probability distribution.

Note that the mean access delay is the time it takes a

packet to reach the headend from the time the packet

arrives at the station. A summary of the experiments



Low Priority Medium Priority High Priority Overall

Experiment Stations Load Stations Load Stations Load Load

Priority Access

(a) IP Tra�c 100 60%
y

80 30%
y

20 10%
y

[5%,85%]

(b) Short IP Tra�c 100 60%
y

80 30%
y

20 10%
y

[5%, 85%]

Varying Priority Proportions 40 6.5%
z

80 [55.25%,3.25%]
z

80 [3.25%, 55.25%]
z

65%

Varying Medium Priority 100 20%
z

80 [10%,60%]
z

20 5%
z

[35%, 85%]

Varying High Priority 50 10%
z

50 10%
z

100 [5%,65%]
z

[25%, 85%]

Table 2: Simulation Scenarios
y

As a percentage of the overall o�ered load
z

As a percentage of the capacity (3 Mbits/s)

Simulation Parameter Values

Distance from nearest/furthest

station to headend

25/80 km

Downstream data transmission

rate

Not considered limiting

Upstream data transmission

rates

3 Mbits/sec

Propagation delay 5 �s/km for coax and

�ber

Length of simulation run 30 seconds

Length of run prior to gathering

statistics

10% of simulated time

Guard-band and pre-amble Duration of 5 bytes

Data slot size in multiple of 16 bytes

CS size 16 bytes

DS MAC Overhead 16 bytes

Frame size 36 mini-slots

Number of CS per Frame Variable

Number of CS Guarantee per pri-

ority i (Gi)

GH = 2; GL=GM = 1

Number of CS minimum per

frame (CSFmin )

8 CS

Roundtrip 1 Frame

Maximum request size 32 DS

Headend processing delay 0 ms

Table 1: Simulation Parameters

Message Size (bytes) 64 128 256 512 1024 1518

Probability 0.6 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.25 0.03

Table 3: IP Tra�c: Message Size Distribution

is shown in Table 2. In all simulationswe use three pri-

ority levels (high, mediumand low). Unless mentioned

otherwise the tra�c type used is generated according

to an IP message size distribution as shown in Table

3. The message interarrival time is exponentially dis-

tributed with mean T = 1

�
where � varies according

to the o�ered load. This tra�c type is referred to as

IP tra�c in the remainder of the paper. In some cases

(for example Experiment 1) we also use sources gener-

ating short IP messages (�xed to 64 bytes) according

to a Poisson distribution with a mean arrival rate of

�, referred to as short IP tra�c.

4.2 Experiment 1

The main objective in Experiment 1 is to show that

a priority system is needed for the MCNS MAC ac-

cess and to evaluate the performance of our priority

scheme. We �rst plot the mean access delay for a sys-

tem that does not implement any priorities (Figure

5(a)(1)) conforming to the current speci�cations [3].

This constitute a reference case to our study. Then

we plot the mean delay using three priorities that we

label low, medium and high in a system that supports

only preemptive DS scheduling at the headend (Fig-

ure 5(a)(2)). In this case the headend preserves the

priority ordering when it receives a successful request

from the station. However it does not guarantee any

priority access to transmit the request or resolve the

collisions. There are 20 high priority stations, 100 low

priority and 80 medium priority stations which con-

tribute respectively 10%, 60%, and 30% of the o�ered

load.

The e�ectiveness of our priority system is shown in

Figure 5(a)(3) by comparing its performance with the

previous cases. While the low priority mean access de-

lay curve takes o� a little earlier (� 70% of 3Mbits/s

in Figure 5(a)(3) as opposed to � 80% of 3Mbits/s

in Figure 5(a)(1) and (2)), we observe a relatively at

delay for both the medium and high priorities. The

high priority mean delay remains almost constant even

at high loads because our priority scheme allocates

more contention slots for the medium and high pri-

ority levels. The low priority tra�c in this case is

treated as the best e�ort service and gets the remain-

ing contention slots. Figure 5(b) shows the same re-

sults but with the short IP tra�c type. We use this

type of tra�c in order to stress the contention access

and demonstrate the adaptiveness of our priority al-

location scheme. The maximum theoretical through-

put bound for the delay in Figure 5(b)(1) is slightly

lower than in Figure 5(a)(1) (delay curve takes o� at

� 55%of3Mbits/s). This is due to the extra over-

head needed for short IP packets (overhead of 16 bytes

for every 64 bytes while multiple 64 bytes need one

MAC overhead for the IP tra�c de�ned in Table 3).
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Figure 5: Experiment 1: Priority Access

In Figure 5(b)(3) we are still able to get almost con-

stant mean delays for the high priority at high loads.

The delays for the medium priority are not as good

as with IP tra�c (Figure 5(a)(3)). This is mainly due

to the bursty nature of the short IP packet distribu-

tion. Overall our priority scheme maintains a stable

performance regardless of the tra�c type used.

4.3 Experiment 2

To test the stability of our priority system and to con-

�rm that the performance for each priority level does

not depend on the amount of tra�c it transmits, we �x

the o�ered load to 65% of the upstream channel and

vary tra�c proportions among the various priorities.

We keep the low priority at a constant percentage of

6:5% of the channel capacity (i.e. 10% of the o�ered

load) and decrease the high priority from 55:25% to

3:25% of the capacity while increasing the medium

from 3:25% to 55:25%.

The results of this experiments are given in Figure

6(a) for the mean access delay and Figure 6(b) for the

throughput. In Figure 6(a) as the high priority tra�c

percentage is decreased, we observe a slight decrease

in the access delay for the high priority (� 2ms). The

decrease in delay is more signi�cant for the medium

priority although the medium percentage of tra�c is

increased (� 12ms). This phenomenon is mainly due

to the decrease in the high priority tra�c that requires
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Figure 6: Experiment 2: Varying Priority Tra�c Pro-

portions for 65% of Channel Capacity

less CS reserved for the high priority in order to ef-

�ciently resolve collisions. Note that by design our

scheme always favors the high priority tra�c in order

to keep the access delay constant. Figure 6(b) shows

the throughput for the di�erent priority levels. Each

priority level is getting its share of the bandwidth ac-

cording to its load (195Kbit/s constant for the low

priority and 1950 Kbits/s for the overall throughput).

The results of this experiment prove that our alloca-

tion scheme is robust and does not depend on a given

priority load.

4.4 Experiment 3
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Figure 7: Experiment 3: Varying Medium Priority

Experiment 3 shows the e�ect of varying the load from

a particular priority level (in this case the medium pri-

ority) on the high priority. We use 20 high priority

stations which contribute 5% of the channel capacity

to the o�ered load and 100 low priority stations which

represent 20% of the load. 80 stations are used for the

mediumpriority which load is varied between 10% and

45% of the capacity. Figure 7(a) illustrates the mean

access delay. As the medium priority tra�c increases

the headend allocates more CS for the medium prior-



ity contention and less for the low priority stations.

This causes the mean delay of the low priority tra�c

to take o� starting from 65%. In Figure 7(b) we plot

the cumulative distribution function of the access de-

lay for 65% of the capacity. This measurement helps

us determine the variability of the access delay for a

given load. We observe that for the high priority, the

probability the access delay is less than 10 ms is almost

1, while it is close to 0:8 and 0:4 for the medium and

low priority respectively. This result demonstrates the

e�ciency of our priority scheme in terms of providing

low delay variations for the high priority level. This

may prove to be critical for higher layer applications

requiring low delay variance in addition to low end-to-

end delay.

4.5 Experiment 4
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Figure 8: Experiment 4: Varying High Priority

Experiment 4 shows the e�ect of varying the load of

the high priority tra�c. 50 low priority stations and

50 medium priority stations that contribute 20% of

the channel capacity (10% each level). 100 high pri-

ority stations are varied between 5% and 65% of the

capacity. Figure 8(a) depicts the mean access delay at

di�erent loads for all three priority levels. In order to

keep the access delay low for the high priorities, less

contention slots are allocated to the medium priori-

ties. This results in signi�cantly higher delays for the

medium: 25ms at 70% of capacity as opposed to 10ms

at the same load in Experiment 3, Figure 7(a). At

85% load there is small increase (� 5ms) in delay for

the high priority. However it is rather unlikely that a

network could be operating with such a high percent-

age (65% of upstream channel) of high priority tra�c.

Figure 8(b) gives the cumulative distribution function

of the access delay at 65%. In this case since the high

priority tra�c contributes more to the overall load the

probability that the access delay is less than 10ms is

almost 0:8 as opposed to 1 in Experiment 3 (Figure

7(b)). However we note that the tail of the cumula-

tive distribution function for the high priority access

delay is still �nite and converges to 1 around � 25ms.

This is clearly the price to pay in the case there are

more customers requiring services with stringent delay

constraints.

5 Concluding Remarks
In this paper we presented a priority scheme for

the MCNS MAC protocol. We provided a general-

ized algorithm and identi�ed the changes needed in

the MCNS speci�cations in order to implement it. We

demonstrated the performance of our mechanism us-

ing a total of three priority levels. We used simulation

results to prove that our proposed mechanism is ro-

bust and adapts well to various network conditions

and tra�c types. E�ciency is obtained by using pri-

ority ordering during contention access. Finally, the

results obtained clearly show the advantages of using

such a priority system that can di�erentiate between

tra�c classes where distinct levels of performance are

desired.
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